The First Tee of San Juan County, NM

JUNIOR ACADEMY
PLAYer 3 Class

GOOD GOLFERS...BETTER PEOPLE!
The First Tee of San Juan County, NM is the quintessential youth development program on the planet. We teach character values and life skills through the game of golf in a curriculum that travels wherever life takes your child. At the PLAYer Level, participants learn our Nine Core Values and a technologically advanced golf learning program called Operation 36® to structure the program. It consists of Coaching, Playing, and Training programs and is designed to teach golfers to play the game from a hole out perspective. Each golfer will be issued a profile in the Operation 36® Mobile App to track progress through a 6 level curriculum that is designed to set appropriate objectives and challenge each student towards shooting par or better (score of 36) for 9 holes.

ACADEMY CLASSES
LEARN THE GAME
Participants will learn the game in a weekly group class where our coaches will progress students through our character value and golf curriculum.

SUPERVISED PRACTICE
TEST YOUR SKILLS
Golfers will accelerate skill development by training alongside a coach who sets up a structured and efficient practice session.

LIFE SKILLS AND CHARACTER VALUES
APPLY TO LIFE
Learn to apply: HONESTY, INTEGRITY, RESPECT, CONFIDENCE, RESPONSIBILITY, PERSEVERANCE, COURTESY, JUDGMENT AND SPORTSMANSHIP.

ENROLL TODAY
Thomas Yost, PGA
The First Tee Coach
For more information please email Thomas at tyost@sjcounty.net

Please go to thefirstteesanjuancounty.org to REGISTER TODAY!

1 Enroll in academy class
2 Learn to apply Life Skills
3 Watch your golfer grow